
What Can You Do With

$1,000?
You aren’t likely to find a thousand dollar bill hiding in your 
sock drawer or in the creases of your wallet. No, saving a 
grand after the bills are paid is an accomplishment, and 

often a combination of earning, saving and discipline. That’s 
why you may want to think your plans through and not 

fritter it away with mundane expenses (new blinds for the 
window? You need to try harder.) You sweated for that cash 
— how can you ensure you’re getting the maximum reward 

from it? 

We pit investing $1,000 in an RSP versus more instantly 
gratifying spending. Our calculations are based on a 

hypothetical 27-year-old with extra cash in their pocket, who 
wants to retire 38 years from now at age 65. We carefully 

calculate how the funds grow based on assumptions below.*  

*RSP growth totals are future values, not present values. Calculations 
are based on some assumptions; a 27-year-old is contributing to an RSP 
every year for 38 years. In Year One, $1,430 is contributed to an RSP; 

thereafter $1,000 is contributed every year plus the $430 tax savings on 
the previous year’s contribution. Rates of return are 4 per cent including 

the reinvestment of distributions. Management fees are not included in the 
calculations. Projections are based on an unmarried Ontario individual with 

an annual income between $46,000 and $75,000.

Disclaimer: The information contained herein has been provided by TD Wealth and is for 
information purposes only. The information has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable. 
Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect future values or future 
performance of any investment. The information does not provide financial, legal, tax or investment 
advice. Particular investment, tax, or trading strategies should be evaluated relative to each 
individual’s objectives and risk tolerance.

Certain statements in this document may contain forward-looking statements (“FLS”) that are 
predictive in nature and may include words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “believes”, 
“estimates” and similar forward-looking expressions or negative versions thereof. FLS are based on 
current expectations and projections about future general economic, political and relevant market 
factors, such as interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and capital markets, the general business 
environment, assuming no changes to tax or other laws or government regulation or catastrophic 
events. Expectations and projections about future events are inherently subject to risks and 
uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable. Such expectations and projections may be incorrect in 
the future. FLS are not guarantees of future performance. Actual events could differ materially from 
those expressed or implied in any FLS. A number of important factors including those factors set out 
above can contribute to these digressions. You should avoid placing any reliance on FLS.
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Virtual Reality 
Spending $1,000 for gaming 

gear just gets you going. 
Note: Push the coffee table 

aside for skydiving.

In the Next Few Years... 
You may be trying to find 
a buyer for your obsolete 

goggles. But everyone loves 
retro…right?

A Party
Premium nibbles and drinks, 
karaoke and then? Mini-bike 
acrobats? $1,000 can make 

it a must for every social 
calendar. 

The Next Day...  
You’re cleaning up but 
folks are still partying. 

Social media honours the 
illustrious event.

Fancy Footwear
Your feet deserve red soles 

and buttery leather. New go-
to shoes means the cost-per-

wear goes down, yes? 

In the Next Few Years... 
The soles may have worn 
down and the heels are 

replaced. Another fix and 
they’re in the donation bin. 

The Concert
Two premium seats, the 

hoodie, the meet-and-greet, 
the signed vinyl. If it’s your 
fav band, what’s too much 

to pay?

The Next Morning... 
You’re still bopping. Concert 

memories are cherished 
forever even if the next 

album won’t be. 

A Trip
A flight and a week in the 

sun at a mid-range all-
inclusive may be what you 

need come February.

The Next Week... 
The office will envy 

selfies of you bathing in 
idyllic waterfalls. Mission 

accomplished.

Financial Reality  
You take the plunge 

and invest in a 
Retirement Savings 
Plan (RSP): It may 
be a little boring 

(there’s paperwork) 
but something about 
it feels…grown up. 

Watching your money 
grow may make this a 
more gratifying habit.

Celebrate the 
Refund

You’ve gotten into 
the investing habit 

and the potential tax 
benefits have helped. 
You play it smart and 
reinvest the $430 you 
get as a tax refund. 

You keep up the habit 
and the stash grows 
quicker. After seven 
years your RSP may 
have already totaled 
more than $11,000.

Pumped for 
Saving

You may miss 
splurging but an 
automatic direct 

deposit from your 
bank account or a 

paycheque deduction 
can take the sting 
away because it’s 

spread out over the 
year. After 15 years of 
saving, your tidy sum 
may have grown to 

almost $29,000.

Projected Growth
Our calculations 

assume the investment 
return takes into 

account investment 
growth of 4 per cent 

but in reality, rates can 
fluctuate. After 22 

years at those rates, 
your RSP savings could 

be totaling almost 
$49,000. 

Retirement on 
Track?

Depending on your 
income there is a 

maximum amount you 
can put into your RSP. 
If you’re maxed out, 
you could consider a 
Tax-Free Savings Plan 
to help save more. 

Have retirement plans 
yet? Because after 
30 years, your RSP 

savings could now be 
worth $80,000. 

The Finish Line
Congrats! A 27-year-
old at the top of this 
chart is now nearing 

65 and your RSP 
funds could be worth 
$123,000. Depending 

on your marginal 
tax rate (and we are 

presuming it is 30 per 
cent), that’s worth 
$86,000 after tax, 
a nice sum to help 

finance part of your 
retirement.

Never Too Late
Saving early is great but every 

contribution helps at any 
time. An advisor can help.

Age 27

Age 33

Age 41

Sandra Bussey, VP, High Net Worth 
Planner, TD Wealth, says that although 

young people have numerous demands on 
their money, saving through an RSP is one 
method of preparing for the time when 
you won’t have a paycheque. If you’re in 

your 20s, she says it may be hard to envision 
what you will need when you’re a senior, 
but any major savings goal — retirement, 
travel, helping your kids or medical bills — 

needs a strategy early.
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